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Abstract
We classify 2nd order superintegrable systems in 3-dimensional
constant curvature space with functionally linearly dependent (FLD)
symmetry generators. The symmetries for these systems are linearly
dependent only when the coefficients are allowed to depend on the
spatial coordinates. The Calogero-Moser system with 3 bodies on a
line and 3-parameter rational potential is the best known example of
an FLD superintegrable system. We work out the structure theory for
these FLD systems and show, for example, that they always admit a
1st order symmetry. This is part of a project to classify all 3D 2nd
order superintegrable systems in constant curvature spaces.
1
1 Introduction
All 2nd order classical and quantum superintegrable systems in 3 dimen-
sional conformally flat spaces with nondegenerate (i.e., 4-parameter) poten-
tials have been classified and great progress has been made on the classifi-
cation of semidegenerate (i.e., 3-parameter) potentials. By definition these
admit 5 functionally linearly independent symmetry operators, i.e., they are
not only linearly independent in the usual sense but also if the coefficients
are allowed to depend on the spatial variables. However 2nd order maximal
superintegrable systems with at least 3-parameter potentials and 5 symmetry
operators that are functionally linearly dependent have never been classified.
We initiate the study of such systems by developing the structure theory
in conformally flat space and performing a classification of these systems in
constant curvature spaces.
We recall some basic facts and results about conformally flat superinte-
grable systems. An n-dimensional complex Riemannian space is conformally
flat if and only if it admits a set of local coordinates {x1, . . . , xn} such that
the contravariant metric tensor takes the form gij = δij/λ(x) [1, 2]. A clas-
sical superintegrable system H = ∑ij gijpipj + V (x) on the phase space of
this manifold is one that admits 2n − 1 functionally independent general-
ized symmetries (or constants of the motion) S(k), k = 1, . . . , 2n − 1 with
S(1) = H where the S(k) are polynomials in the momenta pj. It is easy to
see that 2n − 1 is the maximum possible number of functionally indepen-
dent symmetries and, locally, such (in general nonpolynomial) symmetries
always exist. The system is second order maximal superintegrable if the
2n−1 functionally independent symmetries can be chosen to be quadratic in
the momenta. (Second order superintegrable systems, though complicated,
are tractable because standard orthogonal separation of variables techniques
are associated with second order symmetries, and these techniques can be
brought to bear.) For second-order superintegrable systems the symmetries
take the form S =∑ aij(x)pipj +W (x), quadratic in the momenta.
For a classical 3D system on a conformally flat space (note that all 2D
spaces are conformally flat) we can always choose local coordinates {x, y, z},
not unique, such that the Hamiltonian takes the form H = (p21 + p22 +
p23)/λ(x, y, z) + V (x, y, z). This system is second order superintegrable with
nondegenerate potential V = V (x, y, z, α, β, γ) = αV α(x)+βV β(x)+γV γ(x)
if it admits 5 functionally independent quadratic constants of the motion (i.e.,
generalized symmetries)
S(k) =
∑
i,j
aij(k)pipj +W(k)(x, y, z, α, β, γ) = S0(k) +W(k), k = 1, . . . , 5. (1)
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Here the set {V α, V β, V γ} must have linearly independent gradients and
we ignore the additive constant. (We call this a 3-parameter potential.)
Furthermore the 5 constants of the motion must be functionally linearly
independent, i.e., the equation
5∑
k=1
f(k)(x)S
0
(k)(x) = 0 (2)
is satisfied if and only if f(k)(x) = 0 for k = 1, . . . , 5. If equation (2) is satisfied
for functions f(k)(x) not identically 0, the set of constants of the motion are
functionally linearly dependent (FLD).
For 2nd order superintegrable systems in 3 dimensions that are func-
tionally linearly independent, the systems that admit 6 linearly independent
second-order constants of the motion (the maximum possible) have all been
classified, [6, 7] and there has been considerable progress on the remaining
5 linear independent case [4, 19]. However, little has been done to classify
superintegrable systems in 3 dimensions that are FLD. The best known such
system is the rational 3-body Calogero-Moser system on the line with 3-
parameter potential. To the best of our knowledge there are no 2nd order
FLD superimtegrable systems with trigonometric or elliptic potentials. In
this paper we derive structure results for all 2nd order superintegrable FLD
systems with 5 linearly independent second order symmetries on conformally
flat real or complex spaces that have potentials that depend on 2 functionally
independent variables (the maximum possible). (For the analogous 2nd or-
der 2-dimensional FLD systems the answer is known: there is only one such
family of systems, [9].)
The paper is organized as follows: in §2 we present the Calogero-Moser
system and a system on 3-dimensional Minkowski space as examples. In §3 we
present structure results for all FLD systems on conformally flat spaces. The
most important result is that all such systems admit a 1st order constant of
the motion. In §4 we work out the classification of all 3-dimensional second-
order superintegrable FLD systems in flat space with at least 3-parameter
potentials, including the structure of the symmetry algebras for these sys-
tems. In §5 we summarize the corresponding result for 3-dimensional FLD
systems on the complex 3-sphere. In §6 we present some conclusions and a
brief discussion of related properties of these systems. Here all of our systems
are classical. However the quantum analogs follow easily by symmetrization
of the symmetry operators and there is a 1-1 matching of the Hamiltonians
modulo the scalar curvature, [3]. In particular the Euclidean space Hamilto-
nians are identical.
3
2 Examples
2.1 An FLD example:The rational Calogero-Moser
system with 3-parameter potential
This potential takes the form [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]
V =
α
(x− y)2 +
β
(y − z)2 +
γ
(z − x)2 . (3)
Let us consider the system of symmetries defining the system with potential
V . A basis for the space of symmetries is (using J12 = xp2 − yp1, J23 =
yp3 − zp2, J13 = zp1 − xp3),
S(1) =H = p21 + p22 + p23 + V, S(2) = (p1 + p2 + p3)2, S(3) = J212 + J223 + J213 +W3,
S(4) =p1(J13 − J12) + p2(J12 − J23) + p3(J23 − J13) +W4,
S(5) =J12J13 + J23J12 + J13J23 +W5,
where the potential termsWi contain the parameters α, β, γ. In this case, the
Bertrand-Darboux equations [5, 3] for each symmetry S(k) =
∑
ij a
ij
(k)pipj +
Wk of H are
Vx + Vy + Vz = 0, (x− y)Vxy + (z − y)Vyz − Vx + 2Vy − Vz = 0, (4)
(x− z)Vxz + (y − z)Vyz − Vx − Vy + 2Vz = 0,
and their differential consequences. The complete system of equations is
in involution and a particular solution is determined uniquely by choosing
Vy, Vz, Vyz at a regular point. Thus we have a 3-parameter potential.
What is important to notice here is the occurrence of the first order
condition Vx+Vy+Vz = 0 for the potential as a consequence of the Bertrand-
Darboux equations. Thus the potential is a function of only two variables,
impossible for nondegenerate potentials. To understand this, observe the
relation
(x+ y + z)2S0(1) − (x2 + y2 + x2)S0(2) + 2S0(3) − 2(x+ y + z)S0(4) − 2S0(5) = 0
obeyed by the purely quadratic terms in the symmetries, i.e., we have set
S(i) = S0(i) +Wi. Furthermore the 5 quadratic symmetries are functionally
dependent. Indeed
H(S3 − S5)− S
2
4
2
− S2S3
2
+
(α + β + γ)
2
H− (α + β + γ)
2
S2 = 0
This means that the 5 linearly independent symmetries S(i) are function-
ally dependent so that the system is minimally superintegrable (4 functionally
independent symmetries).
4
2.2 A Minkowski space FLD example
Here
H = p21 + p22 + p23 + α(x− z) + β(y + iz) + γ(y + iz)2, (5)
which admits the 1st order symmetry
J = p1 − ip2 + p3
and the 2nd order symmetries [4]
S(1) =H = p21 + p22 + p23 + α(x− z) + β(y + iz) + γ(y + iz)2,
S(2) =J 2, S(3) = p21 + αx, S(4) = (−ip2 + p3)p1 + (p3 − ip2)2 +
α
2
(iy − x− z),
S(5) =(p1 − ip2 + p3)(iJ12 − J13)− i
2
αyz − i
2
αxy +
1
4
αx2 +
1
2
αxz − 1
4
αy2 +
1
4
αz2.
The 5 generators are linearly independent and satisfy
(iy − z)S0(2) + (−iy + x+ z)S0(4) + S0(5) = 0,
where as before S0(k) is the quadratic momentum part of the symmetry S(k),
so the system is FLD.
3 Some theory
Functional linear dependence of a functionally independent maximal set of
symmetries is hard to achieve. We recall the following result where the system
need not be superintegrable [3]:
Theorem 1 Let the linearly independent set {H = S(1),S(2), . . . ,S(t)}, (t >
2) be a functionally linearly dependent basis of 2nd order symmetries for the
system H = (p21 + p22 + p33)/λ(x) + V = H0 + V with nontrivial potential
V , i.e., there is a relation
∑
h c
(h)(x)S0(h) ≡ 0 in an open set, where not all
c(h)(x) are constants, and no such relation holds for the c(h) all constant,
except if the constants are all zero. (Here S(i) = S0(i) +Wi where the Wi are
the potential terms.) Then the potential must satisfy a first order relation
A∂xV +B∂yV + C∂zV = 0 where not all of the functions A,B,C vanish.
Proof: By relabeling, we can express one of the quadratic parts of the con-
stants of the motion S0(0) as a linear combination of a functionally independent
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subset {S0(1), . . . ,S0(r), 1 ≤ r ≤ 4}: S0(0) =
∑r
ℓ=1 c
(ℓ)(x)S0(ℓ). Taking the Pois-
son bracket of both sides of this equation with (p21+p
2
2+p
3
3)/λ and using the
fact that each of the S(h) is a constant of the motion, we obtain the identity
r∑
ℓ=1
3∑
i,j=1
(∂xkc
(ℓ))aij(ℓ)pipjpk = 0 (6)
where (x, y, z) ≡ (x1, x2, x3). It is straightforward to check that this identity
can be satisfied if and only if the functions
cijk =
r∑
ℓ=1
(∂xkc
(ℓ))aij(ℓ), 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ 3
satisfy the equations
ciii = 0, c
ii
j + 2c
ij
i = 0, (i 6= j), c123 + c231 + c312 = 0. (7)
Note that cijk = c
ji
k . Corresponding to each of the basis symmetries Sh there
is a linear set Ch = 0 of Bertrand-Darboux equations. A straightforward
substitution into the identity C0 −
∑r
ℓ=1 c
(ℓ)(x)Cℓ = 0 yields the relation
 c121 − c112c311 − c113
c312 − c213

V1 +

 c221 − c212c321 − c123
c322 − c223

V2 +

 c321 − c312c331 − c133
c332 − c233

V3 = 0. (8)
These first order differential equations for the potential cannot all vanish
identically. Indeed if they did all vanish then we would have the conditions
c121 = c
11
2 , c
31
1 = c
11
3 , c
31
2 = c
21
3 , c
22
1 = c
21
2 , c
32
1 = c
12
3 ,
c322 = c
22
3 , c
32
1 = c
31
2 , c
33
1 = c
13
3 , c
33
2 = c
23
3 .
These conditions, together with conditions (7) show that cjki = 0 for all
i, j, k. Thus we have
∑r
ℓ=1(∂xkc
(ℓ))aij(ℓ) = 0, 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ 3. Since the set
{S0(1), . . . ,S0(r)}, is functionally linearly independent, we have ∂xkc(ℓ) ≡ 0 for
1 ≤ k ≤ 3, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ r. Hence the c(ℓ) are constants, which means that
S0(0) −
∑r
ℓ=1 c
(ℓ)S0(ℓ) = 0. Thus the set {S0(0), . . . ,S0(4)} is linearly dependent.
This is a contradiction!

This shows that the potential function for any system, superintegrable
or not, with a basis of symmetries that is functionally linearly dependent
must satisfy at least one nontrivial first order partial differential equation
A∂xV + B∂yV + C∂zV = 0 where the functions A,B,C are parameter free.
This means that all such potentials depend on either one or two coordinates.
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Corollary 1 Suppose the system has exactly 5 linearly independent genera-
tors {H,S(1),S(2), . . . ,S(4)} and is a functionally linearly dependent basis of
2nd order symmetries for the Hamiltonian H = (p21 + p22 + p33)/λ(x) + V =
H0 + V with 3-parameter potential. Then this set of 5 generators must be
functionally dependent.
Proof: Suppose the set is functionally independent. Then from [19] equa-
tion (2), at any fixed point there is a potential for any prescribed values of
V, Vx, Vy, Vz. However, since the system is FLD the potentials must satisfy
A(x, y, z)Vx + B(x, y, z)Vy + C(x, y, z)Vz = 0 for A,B,C not all zero, so the
possible derivatives of V are not independent. Contradiction! 
Thus for systems with exacty 5 linearly independent symmetries at most
4 of the 5 FLD generators can form a functionally independent set. However
we shall show that the FLD system (35) admits 6 linearly independent and
5 functionally independent 2nd order symmetries so Corollary 1 does not
apply.
Lemma 1 Equations 7 imply
∂xi(c
ij
i − ciij ) = 0, ∂xi(cijk − cikj ) = 0.
A new result is:
Theorem 2 Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 there exists a 1st order
Killing vector J for H, i.e., {J ,H} = {J , V } = 0, of the form
J = a1p1 + a2p2 + a3p3 + a4(xp2 − yp1) + a5(yp3 − zp2) + a6(zp1 − xpz)
for some constants aj, not all zero.
Proof: Let
J1 = (c121 − c112 )p1 + (c221 − c122 )p2 + (c231 − c132 )p3 = J x1 p1 + J y1 p2 + J z1 p3,
so that the first of equations (8) is {J , V } = 0. From equations (7) and
Lemma 1 we can verify that
{J1,H} = −
[
(c121 − c112 )λ1
λ
+
(c221 − c122 )λ2
λ
+
(c231 − c132 )λ3
λ
]
H0
= −1
λ
[
3c121 λ1 − 3c122 λ2 + (c231 − c132 )λ3
]H0,
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so either J1 = 0 or J1 is a conformal symmetry ofH0. However, from Lemma
1 we see that
∂xJ x1 = ∂yJ y1 = ∂zJ z1 = 0. (9)
The first order conformal symmetries of H0 are the same as for the case
λ = 1, and the only such symmetries that satisfy the requirements (9) are
linear combinations of p1, p2, p3 and
J12 = xp2 − yp1, J23 = yp3 − zp2, J31 = zp1 − xpz
and these would be actual symmetries of H0 (True conformal symmetries,
such as xp1 + yp2 + zp3 fail this test.) Thus either J1 vanishes or it is a 1st
order symmetry of H.
Analogous constructions and conclusions can be obtained for the 2nd and
3rd of equations (8). However, at least one of these equation is nonzero.

Since any Euclidean coordinate transformation applied to the Hamilto-
nian H takes it into one of similar form
H˜ = p˜
2
1 + p˜
2
2 + p˜
2
3
λ˜
+ V˜ ,
without loss of generality, we can assume that, up to conjugacy, J takes one
of the five canonical forms:
p1, p1+ip2, xp2−yp1, (xp2−yp1)+i(yp3−zp2), (xp2−yp1)+i(yp3−zp2)+p3+ip1.
(10)
4 Euclidean space
We first study the possible FLD 2nd order superintegrable systems in 3D
complex Euclidean space. By relabeling, we can express one of the quadratic
parts of the constants of the motion S0(0) as a linear combination of the
quadratic parts of the remaining 4 generators
S0(0) =
4∑
ℓ=1
c(ℓ)(x)S0(ℓ). (11)
We limit ourselves to the maximal case where the expansion (11) is unique.
The generators S0(0),S0(1),S0(2),S0(3),S0(4) are polynomials in x, y, z of order at
most 2 and are linearly independent. Thus we can solve for the expansion
coefficients in the form c(ℓ)(x, y, z) = s(ℓ)(x, y, z)/s(0)(x, y, z), ℓ = 1, . . . , 4
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where s(0), s(1), . . . , s(4) are polynomials in x, y, z of order at most 2. It follows
that ∑
a1,a2,a3
A(a1, a2, a3)x
a1ya2za3 ≡ s(0)S0(0) −
4∑
r=1
s(r)S0(r) = 0, (12)
where each coefficient A(a1, a2, a3) must vanish. In particular, the sum of all
terms homogeneous of degree n must vanish for each n = 0, . . . , 4:
B(n) ≡
∑
a1+a2+a3=n
A(a1, a2, a3)x
a1ya2za3 = 0.
Each of the generators S0(r) is a linear combination of terms JijJkℓ, (order 2),
Jijpk, (order 1) and pipj, (order 0).
Since we have assumed that the expansion (11) is unique, there must be
only 1 term B(N) that is not identically 0 and each S0(r) is homogeneous of
degree 0, 1, or 2. Thus each s(r) must be homogeneous of degree b and each
S0(r) must be homogeneous of degree c = 0, 1, 2 where b+c = N . This greatly
restricts the possibilities for (12).
4.1 Classification criteria
In the subsequent five subsections we obtain all FLD-superintegrable systems
in 3D complex Euclidean space. The classification is performed modulo com-
plex Euclidean transformations: by the discussion in Section 3, the Hamilto-
nian H must admit one of the first order symmetries in (10). Starting from
one of the symmetries in (10), which we denote by J , we use the following
algorithm to identify FLD-superintegrable systems.
1. We compute the action of AdJ on a basis of second order symmetries
of H0. We use this to construct a generalized eigenbasis (with respect
to AdJ ) of such possible second order symmetries.
2. We require that H admit 5 linearly independent second order symme-
tries. The generalized eigenbasis is used to identify the possible (en-
domorphic) actions of AdJ on the basis B consisting of the 5 linearly
independent second order symmetries of H.
3. For each possible action of AdJ on B, we identify all possibilities where
1) the elements of B are homogenous in the spatial variables, in accor-
dance with the discussion in the previous subsection, 2) the elements
of B are FLD, 3) the elements H and J 2 are contained in spanB, and
4) B contains at most 4 functionally independent symmetries.
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4. For each basis satisfying the criteria in the previous step, we use the
Bertrand-Darboux equations to compute the corresponding potential.
We require that the potential has at least 3 free parameters. The final
list of such potentials is given in Section 7.
In the case of J = p1, the space of quadratic forms in {p1, p2, p3, J12, J13, J23},
modulo the relation p · (p×x) = 0, provides a generalized eigenbasis of order
two symmetries with respect to AdJ . Hence we provide details of steps 2-4
of the algorithm above and also show that our examples in Section 2 are
contained in this case.
The computations involved in the cases of the remaining forms in (10)
are lengthier and we provide only the essential details. In all cases we supply
the potentials and the algebra generated by the FLD symmetries.
4.2 First case: J = p1
Here the centralizer of J is the group generated by translation in x, y, z
and rotation about the x-axis. We can use this freedom to simplify the
computation. Since p1 is a symmetry the potential must be of the form
V (y, z). Any degree two symmetry can be written as a quadratic form in
{p1, p2, p3, J12, J13, J23}. Due to the triple product identity p · (p × x) = 0,
the space of such quadratic forms has dimension 21− 1 = 20.
To be concrete, we write a general symmetry as
S = RQRT + F0(x, y, z), (13)
where
R = (p1, p2, p3, J12, J13, J23) (14)
and
Q =
1
2


2a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6
a2 2a7 a8 a9 a10 a11
a3 a8 2a12 a13 a14 a15
a4 a9 a13 2a16 a17 a18
a5 a10 a14 a17 2a19 a20
a6 a11 a15 a18 a20 2a21


.
(To get a true basis of second order symmetries of H0, we set one of a6, a10,
a13 to zero.)
We use the fact that the adjoint action S → {p1,S} ≡ Adp1S will map the
5-dimensional space of a solution set into itself. Since this action is essentially
differentiation with respect to x, it is clear that Ad3p1 = 0, so the generalized
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eigenvalues of Adp1 must all be 0. Thus the possible Jordan canonical forms
for the operator Adp1 on a generalized eigenbasis of solutions S are

0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0




0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0




0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 (15)


0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0




0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0


We get 5 different forms depending on the smallest integer k such that Adkp1 =
0. We will consider each of these 5 forms in turn to determine its implications
for the generalized eigenbasis of solutions S.
4.2.1 Form (15a)
We first look at the possibilities for form (15a). In this case Ad2p1 6= 0 so that
part of the eigenbasis must be {L,L1,L2}, symmetries that generate a chain
of length 3.
The action of Adp1 is nontrivial on only two of components of R in (14):
Adp1J12 = −p2, Adp1J13 = −p3. (16)
The action of Adp1 on any monomial in S can then be determined from (16)
and the Leibniz property. We find that
L = a16J212 + a17J12J13 + a19J213 +W (17)
is the most general homogenous solution of Ad3p1 = 0. Starting from L, a
chain is generated with
L1 =Adp1L = −2a16p2J12 − a17(p2J13 + p3J12)− 2a19p3J13 +W1 (18)
L2 =Adp1L1 = 2a16p22 + 2a17p2p3 + 2a19p23 +W2.
where we omit the expressions for the functions W,W1,W2. In addition there
must be 2 eigenfunctions of Adp1 with eigenvalue 0 and independent of L2.
The symmetries that are annihilated by Adp1 take the form
K = b1p21+b2p1p2+b3p1p3+b6p1J23+b7p22+b8p2p3+b11p2J23+b12p23+b15p3J23+b21J223+U
(19)
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where the bj , analogous to aj , are constants to be determined, and U is the
potential.
L is homogenous of order 2in the variables x, y, z. We consider cases for
the form of L2. A very special case is that where, by a rotation if necessary,
L2 takes the form where a16 = a19 6= 0, a17 = 0. Thus we have L02 =
2a16(H−J 2). AlwaysH can be assumed to be a basis symmetry, so to achieve
form (15a) we have to select a symmetry K that is linearly independent of
the 4 forms already exhibited.
If we choose K of order 2 in the spatial variables, so K = b21J223 it is
straightforward to show that the symmetries L,L1,L2,K,H are FLD. The
Bertrand-Darboux equations for V (y, z) and the potentials associated with
these symmetries are obtained from requiring
{H,L} = {H,L1} = {H,L2} = {H,K} = 0. (20)
We consider the equations for V (y, z) and W (x, y, z) arising (as coeffi-
cients of p1, p2, p3) from {H,L}:
a16xzVz + a16xyVy +Wx = 0
a16x
2Vy −Wy = 0
a16x
2Vz −Wz = 0
The second and third equations are satisfied when W (x, y, z) = a16V (y, z) +
W00(x), where W00 is at this point arbitrary. Upon substituting this form fo
W into the first equation, we observe that we must have W00(x) = c1x
2+ c2,
for some constants c1, c2, to obtain a well-defined equation for V (y, z). The
general solution of the first equation is then
V (y, z) =
F (z/y)
y2
(21)
for F an arbitrary function (up to an additive constant, −c1, which we set to
zero without loss of generality). We can similarly verify that this potential
is compatible with the symmetries L1, L2, K: functions W1, W2 and U of
x, y, z can be found so that {H,L1} = {H,L2} = {H,K} = 0.
The Calogero potential (3) belongs to the class (21). Indeed, under the
Jacobi transformation
x =
1√
3
(r1 + r2 + r3), y =
1√
2
(r2 − r1), z = 1√
6
(2r3 − r2 − r1), (22)
we obtain the Calogero potential (3) in variables r1, r2, r3 by choosing
F (w) =
β
2(1−√3w)2 +
γ
2(1 +
√
3w)2
+
α
2
.
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If we choose K of order 1, so that K = b11p2J23 + b15p3J23 + U where
|b11| + |b15| > 0, we can verify that the symmetries L,L1,L2,K,H are FLD
and solve the Bertrand-Darboux equations to obtain
V (y, z) =
β1
y2
+
1
(b11y + b15z)2
(
β3 +
(−b11z + b15y)β2√
y2 + z2
+
(2y2 − z2)β1b215 − 2β1b11b15yz
y2
)
,
(23)
where β1, β2, β3 are arbitrary parameters. Similarly, applying the Jacobi
transformation (22) to (23) we can obtain a solution adapted to translation
invariance.
If we choose K of order 0, there is no 3-parameter solution for the po-
tential. The other possibilities for L of order 2 are that 1) L2 can be trans-
formed so that a17 = a19 = 0 and the one chains are H and p21, in which
case there is no 3-parameter potential, and 2) L2 can be transformed so that
a17 = 2ia16, a19 = −a16 and the one chains are H and p21, which is not FLD.
4.2.2 Form (15b)
Here there is one chain of length 3 and one chain of length 2. The general
form for the chain of length 3 is (17-18) again. The general form for a chain
of length 2 is
L′1 =b9p2J12 + b10p2J13 + b13p3J12 + b14p3J13 + b18J12J23 + b20J13J23 +W3
(24)
L′2 =Adp1L′1 = −b9p22 − b10p2p3 − b13p2p3 − b14p23 − b18p2J23 − b20p3J23 +W4,
where W3 and W4 are potentials that will play no role in our analysis. We
consider three cases based on the order (in the spatial variables) of L′1
Case: L′1 of order 2. In this case we have b9 = b10 = b13 = b14 = 0 so
that so that L′1 takes the form L′1 = b18J12J23 + b20J13J23 +W3 and L′2 takes
the form −b18p2J23− b20p3J23+W4. Since both H and p21 are of order 0, and
since they both must be included in form (15b), this case cannot occur.
Case: L′1 of order 1. In this case we have b18 = b20 = 0 and L′1 = b9p2J12+
b10p2J13 + b13p3J12 + b14p3J13 +W3, L′2 = −b9p22 − b10p2p3 − b13p2p3 − b14p23.
However, there is no choice of the surviving parameters aj and bj so that H
or p21 is contained in span{L2,L′2} and this case cannot occur.
Case: L′1 of order 0. This case cannot occur since L′1 vanishes.
Thus we conclude that form (15b) does not occur.
4.2.3 Form (15c)
Now we have 2 chains of length 2 and one of length 1. The general form
for a chain of length 2 is (24). We use the convention that the first chain of
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length two, {L1,L2}, has parameters aj and the second chain of length two,
{L′1,L′2}, has parameters bj .
The general form for a chain of length 1 is (19).
It is not possible for both L1 and L′1 to be of order 2 since then there
would only be one symmetry of order 0, not enough to contain both H and
p21. We perform case-based analysis on the allowable cases.
Case: L1 of order 2, L′1 of order 1. This implies that K must be of order
0, so that H and p21 can be contained in the spanning set. We consider the
symmetry L2 = −a18p2J23 − a20p3J23.
By rotation of coordinates about the z-axis we can achieve one of the
forms a20 6= 0, a18 = 0 or a20 6= 0, a18 = −ia20. For the second form the
basis is not FLD, so can be ruled out. For the first form the basis is FLD
but fails the requirement of yielding a 3-parameter potential depending on 2
coordinates.
Case: Both L1 and L′1 are of order 1. Then, since p21 and H are always
basis vectors, the remaining basis symmetry K must be of order 0. It can be
chosen as either p22 or (p2 + ip3)
2. In the 1st case we determine all possible
choices of basis vectors such that the set is FLD. There are only 4 general
cases and we verify that none of them define a superintegrable system, i.e.,
yields a 2-parameter potential. In the 2nd case there are 9 possible FLD
families, but they all fail the symmetry test.
4.2.4 Form (15d)
Here we have 1 chain of length 2 and 3 chains of length 1.
The general form for a chain of length 2 is (24) while the the general form
for a chain of length 1 is (19).
There are 2 basic cases: 1) L1 is of order 2, L2 is of order 1 and L′′
is of orders, 2, 1, or 0; 2) L1 is of order 1, L2 is of order 0 and L′′ is of
orders, 2, 1, or 0. We check all of the possibilities and find the Hamiltonian
H = p2x + p2y + p2z + V (y, z), where
V (y, z) = b(z − iy) + F (z + iy). (25)
Here b is a free constant and F is an arbitrary function. The Minkowski
example in §2 is a special case of this. Indeed, under the complex orthogonal
change of coordinates
x = −2ir1, y = 1
2
(r1 + r2 − (1− i)r3), z = i
2
(r1 − r2 − (1− i)r3)
the potential (25) becomes that in (5) when we choose F (w) = βw + γw2
and b = α.
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A second solution is
V (y, z) = F (z) +
b
(y + q)2
, (26)
where F is an arbitrary function, b is an arbitrary constant and q is a nonzero
parameter depending on the symmetry operators.
4.2.5 Form (15e)
Here we have 5 chains of length 1. The possibilities are 1) 1 symmetry of order
2, 2 symmetries of order 1 and 2 symmetries of order 0; 2) 1 symmetry of
order 2, 1 symmetry of order 1 and 3 symmetries of order 0; 3) 2 symmetries
of order 1 and 3 symmetries of order 0; 4) 1 symmetry of order 1 and 4
symmetries of order 0. In all cases the systems are FLD but they do not
admit 3-parameter potentials.
4.2.6 Structure algebras
For the Calogero system (21) a basis for the generators is
J = p1, S(1) = H = p21 + p22 + p23 +
F (y
z
)
y2
, S(2) = p21,
S(3) = 1
2
J223 +
F (y
z
)y2 + F (y
z
)z2 + bz2
2y2
, S(4) = 1
2
(J212 + J
2
13) +
x2F (y
z
)
2y2
,
S(5) = p2J12 + p3J13 +
xF (y
z
)
y2
.
The nonzero commutators of the generators are
{J ,S4} = −S5, {J ,S5} = J 2 −H, {S4,S5} = −2S4J − 2S3J − bJ ,
and the functional relationship is −1
2
(x2+y2+z2)J 2+S(4)−xS(5)+ 12x2H = 0.
Note that both H and S3 lie in the center of this algebra.
For the system (23) a basis for the 1st and 2nd order generators is
J = p1, S(1) = H, S(2) = 1
2
(J212 + J
2
13)+
1
2
x2
√
y2 + z2β1b
2
11 + 2
√
y2 + z2β1b
2
15 − β2b11z + β2b15y +
√
y2 + z2β3√
y2 + z2(b11y + b15z)2
,
S(3) = p2J12 + p3J13+
15
x√
y2 + z2β1b
2
11 + 2
√
y2 + z2β1b
2
15 − β2b11z + β2b15y +
√
y2 + z2β3√
y2 + z2(b11y + b15z)2
,
S(4) = 1
2
J223+
1
2
√
y2 + z2β1b
4
11z
2 − 2
√
y2 + z2β1b
3
11b15yz +
√
y2 + z2β1b
2
11b
2
15z
2 − 4
√
y2 + z2β1b11b
3
15yz√
y2 + z2b211(b11y + b15z)
2
−2
√
y2 + z2β1b
4
15z
2 − β2b311y2z − β2b311z3 + β2b211b15y3 + β2b211b15yz2√
y2 + z2b211(b11y + b15z)
2
+
√
y2 + z2β3b
2
11z
2 − 2
√
y2 + z2β3b11b15yz −
√
y2 + z2β3b
2
15z
2√
y2 + z2b211(b11y + b15z)
2
,
S(5) = −b15
b11
J13J23 − J12J23+
x
√
y2 + z2β1b
2
11z −
√
y2 + z2β1b11b15y + 2
√
y2 + z2β1b
2
15z√
y2 + z2(b11y + b15z)2
−4
√
y2 + z2β1b
3
15y − β2b211y2 − 2β2b211z2 + 2β2b11b15yz − 2β2b215y2 − β2b215z2
b11
√
y2 + z2(b11y + b15z)2
+
2
√
y2 + z2β3b11z − 2
√
y2 + z2β3b15y
b11
√
y2 + z2(b11y + b15z)2
,
S(6) = −b15
b11
p3J23 − p2J23 +
√
y2 + z2β1b
2
11z −
√
y2 + z2β1b11b15y√
y2 + z2(b11y + b15z)2
+
4
√
y2 + z2β1b11b
2
14z − 4
√
y2 + z2β1b
3
15y − β2b211y2 − 2β2b211z2 + 2β2b11b15yz
b11
√
y2 + z2(b11y + b15z)2
−2β2b
2
15y
2 + β2b
2
15z
2 − 2
√
y2 + z2β3b11z + 2
√
y2 + z2β3b15y
b11
√
y2 + z2(b11y + b15z)2
.
S(7) = p21.
Since the potential-free parts of the generators satisfy x
2
2
S0(1) +S0(2)−xS0(3) −
1
2
(y2+z2)J 2 = 0, the set of generators is FLD. The subset {J ,H,S(2),S(3),S(4)}
generates a closed quadratic algebra with relations:
{J ,S(2)} = −S(3), {J ,S(3)} = −H + J 2, {J ,S(4)} = 0,
{S(2),S(3)} = −(2S(2)+2S(4)+β1k
2
10 + 2β1b
2
14 + β3
k210
), {S(2),S(4)} = 0, {S(3,S(4)} = 0.
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However, if any linear combination of S(5),S(6) is added to the generators, a
new 3rd order symmetry is produced that is not a polynomial in the gener-
ators, so the resulting algebra doesn’t close.
Remark 1 The set of symmetries {S(1), . . . ,S(7)} contains 5 independent
symmetries. However, the set of FLD symmetries {S(1),S(2),S(3),S(4),S(7)}
(whose corresponding Bertrand-Darboux equations were used to obtain the
potential), contains only 4 independent symmetries (as is the maximum pos-
sible by Corollary 1). The symmetries S(5),S(6) are obtained in addition to
the FLD symmetries by seeking all 2nd order, linearly independent symme-
tries of the potential (23).
For the Minkowski system (25) it is convenient to pass from the original
variables {x, y, z} to new variables {X, Y, Z} where X = x, Y = z− iy, Z =
z + iy. The Hamiltonian then can be written as H = S(1) = p2X + 4pY pZ +
bY + F (Z). The generating symmetries are
J = pX , S(1) = H = S(1) = p2X + 4pY pZ + bY + F (Z), S(2) = J 2,
S(3) = Zp2X − 2XpXpY −
1
2
bX2, S(4) = pXpY + 1
2
bX, S(5) = p2Y +
1
2
bZ,
and the nonzero structure relations are
{J ,S(3)} = 2S(4), {J ,S(4)} = − b
2
, {S(3),S(4)} = −2J S(5),
withH in the center of the algebra. The potential-free parts of the generators
satisfy −zJ 2 + S0(3) + 2xS0(4) = 0, so the system is FLD.
For the system (26) the generating symmetries are
J = p1, S(1) = H = p21 + p22 + p23 + F (z) +
b
(y + q)2
, S(2) = p21,
S(3) = 1
2
J212 − qp1J12 +
1
2
bx2
(y + q)2
, S(4) = −qp1p2 + p2J12 + bx
(y + q)2
,
S(5) = p22 +
b
(y + q)2
,
and the nonzero structure relations are
{J ,S(3)} = −S(4), {J ,S(4)} = −S(5), {S(3),S(4)} = −J (q2J 2+2S(3)−q2S(5)−b),
{S(3),S(5)} = −2S(4)J , {S(4),S(5)} = −2S(5)J .
The potential-free parts of the generators satisfy the relation −(1
2
y2+qy)J 2+
S0(3) − xS0(4) + x2S0(5) = 0, so the system is FLD.
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4.3 Second case: J = p1 + ip2
We introduce appropriate new coordinates {η, ξ, z} where x = 1
2
(ξ+ η), y =
i
2
(η − ξ), z = z. In the new coordinates the 1st order symmetries for the
potential-free case are:
p1 + ip2 = 2pη = J , p2 = i(pξ − pη), J12 = i(ξpξ − ηpη),
J13 =
1
2
(η + ξ)pz − z(pη + pξ), J23 = i
2
(ξ − η)pz + iz(pη − pξ).
In this case Ad3p1+ip2 = 0. For convenience we prefer to work with J˜ = pη =
(p1 + ip2)/2. The canonical forms associated with Ad
3
J˜
= 0 are again (15).
Remark 2 A basis of second order symmetries in this case is again given
by (13). The formulas for the momentum parts of the symmetry operators ap-
pearing below are most naturally expressed in terms of {p1, p2, p3, J12, J13, J23},
as before. However, the potentials we obtain are most naturally expressed in
terms of the new coordinates {η, ξ, z}. We take this approach below and in
Sections 4.4 and 4.5.
AdJ˜ has nontrivial action on three components of R in (14):
AdJ˜J12 = i(p1 + ip2)/2 = ipη, AdJ˜J13 = −p3/2, AdJ˜J23 = −ip3/2. (27)
From here we can construct a convenient generalized eigenbasis for the 20-
dimensional space of symmetries:
L1 =− 1
2
J212, L2 =
i
2
J12(J13 − iJ23), L3 = 2J213,
M1 =− i
2
(p1 + ip2)J12, M2 = −1
4
(p1 + ip2)(J13 − iJ23)− i
2
p3J12,
M3 =− 2p3J13, M4 = J213 + J223, M5 = iJ12(J13 + iJ23)
M6 =ip2(J13 − iJ23), M7 = −2i(p1 − ip2)J12 − p3(J13 − iJ23),
N1 =J˜
2 =
1
4
(p1 + ip2)
2, N2 =
1
2
(p1 + ip2)p3, N3 = p
2
3, N4 = −p3(J13 + iJ23),
N5 =− 1
2
(p1 + ip2)(J13 + iJ23), N6 = −ip2p3, N7 = H0 = p21 + p22 + p23,
N8 =(J13 + iJ23)
2, N9 = −1
2
(p1 − ip2)(J13 + iJ23), N10 = 1
4
(p1 − ip2)2,
where the 3-chains and 2-chains are {L1,M1, N1}, {L2,M2, N2}, {L3,M3, N3},
{M4, N4}, {M5, N5}, {M6, N6}, and {M7, N7}. N8, N9, and N10 are 1-chains.
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4.3.1 Form (15a)
Here we have a 3-chain and two 1-chains, one of which must be H0. There
are two cases to consider. Either the terminal element of the three chain or
the second 1-chain must be N1 = J˜ 2.
In the first case, the 3-chain is {L1 + β1M4 + β2M5 + γN8,M1 + β1N4 +
β2N5, N1} and the 1-chain is one of µ1N2 + µ2N3 + µ3N6 + µ4N10, µ1N4 +
µ2N5 + µ3N9, or N8 (in which case we can take γ = 0 by a canonical form-
preserving change of basis). The first subcase is FLD when β1 = −1/4,
µ2 = µ3 = µ4 = 0, or β1 = 0, γ = β
2
2/2, µ1 = 2β2(2µ2− 2β22 − 1), µ3 = −2β2,
µ4 = 1 or β1 = µ3 = µ4 = 0, µ1 = 4β2µ2, or β1 = β2 = µ1 = µ3 = γµ4 = 0.
The third subcase with γ = β22/2 and the fourth subcase with γ = µ4 = 0
lead to the admissible potentials
V (ξ, z) =
b
ξ2
+ F (qξ + z) (28)
and
V (ξ, z) =
b
ξ2
+ F (z), (29)
respectively. Note that (29) is special case of (28)
The second subcase is FLD when µ1 = µ3 = 0 and β1 = −1/4 but does
not lead to an admissible potential.
The third subcase is FLD when β1 = −1/2 and β2 = 0, leading to the
admissible potential
V (ξ, z) =
F (z/ξ)
ξ2
. (30)
In the second case, the 3-chain is {α1L1 + α2L2 + α3L3 + β1M4 + β2M5 +
γN8, α1M1 +α2M2 +α3M3 + β1N4 + β2N5, α1N1 +α2N2 + α3N3}. This case
is not FLD for any choice of parameters.
4.3.2 Form (15b)
Here we have one 3-chain and one 2-chain. The 3-chain must be {L1 +
β1M4 + β2M5 + γN8,M1 + β1N4 + β2N5, N1 = J˜ 2} and the 2-chain must be
{M7+µ1N4+µ2N5+µ3N9, N7 = H0}. The symmetries are not FLD for any
choice of parameters.
4.3.3 Form (15c)
Here we have two 2-chains and a single 1-chain. There are three cases to
consider: the terminal elements of the 2-chains are J˜ 2 and H0, one 2-chain
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terminates in J˜ 2 and the 1-chain is H0, one 2-chain terminates with H0 and
the 1-chain is J˜ 2.
In the first case, the 2-chains are {M1 + β1N4 + β2N5 + β3N9, N1} and
{M7+ γ1N4+ γ2N5+ γ3N9, N7} and the 1-chain is one of N8, µ1N4+µ2N5+
µ3N9, µ1N2 + µ3N6 + µ4N10. In the first subcase, the symmetries are FLD
when β1 = −1/2, β2 = β3 = 0, but this does not lead to an admissible
potential. The second subcase is FLD when β1 = −1/4, β3 = µ1 = µ3 = 0,
but this does not lead to an admissible potential. In the third subcase, the
symmetries are FLD when either β1 = β3 = µ3 = µ4 = 0, µ1 = 4β2µ2 or
β1 = −1/4, β3 = µ2 = µ3 = µ4 = 0, but neither corresponds to an admissible
potential.
In the second case, one 2-chain is {M1+β1N4+β2N5+β3N9, N1} and the
second 2-chain is either {γ1M1+γ2M2+γ3M3+γ4M6+γ5M7+δ1N4+δ2N5+
δ3N9, γ1N1+γ2N2+γ3N3+γ4N6+γ5N7} (we can take γ1 = 0 by a canonical
form-preserving change of basis) or {γ1M4 + γ2M5 + δN8, γ1N4 + γ2N5}. To
simplify the analysis, we observe that the symmetryM1+β1N4+β2N5+β3N9
leads to an inadmissible potential unless β3 = 0; similarly, if γ1N1 + γ2N2 +
γ3N3 + γ4N6 + γ5N7 is a symmetry of an admissible potential we must have
γ4 = 0. In the first subcase, we find three sets of FLD symmetries: β1 =
β3 = γ1 = γ4 = 0, γ2 = 4β2γ3; β1 = −1/4, β3 = γ1 = γ3 = γ4 = 0; and
β3 = γ1 = γ3 = γ4 = γ5 = 0, γ2 = 2δ3, but none of these lead to admissible
potentials. The second subcase is FLD when β1 = −1/4, β3 = γ1 = 0, but
this does not lead to an admissible potential.
In the third case, one 2-chain is {M7 + β1N4 + β2N5 + β3N9, N7} and the
second 2-chain is either {γ1M1+γ2M2+γ3M3+γ4M6+γ5M7+δ1N4+δ2N5+
δ3N9, γ1N1+γ2N2+γ3N3+γ4N6+γ5N7} (we can take γ5 = 0 by a canonical
form-preserving change of basis) or {γ1M4+γ2M5+δN8, γ1N4+γ2N5}. Using
the requirement γ4 = 0 from the second case, we find that the first subcase is
not FLD for any choice of parameters. The second subcase is also not FLD
for any choice of parameters.
4.3.4 Form (15d)
Here we have a 2-chain and three 1-chains. There are again three cases to
consider: J˜ 2 and H0 are 1-chains, J˜ 2 is the terminal element of a 2-chain
and H is a 1-chain, and H0 is the terminal element of a 2-chain and J˜ 2 is a
1-chain.
In the first case, the 2-chain is either {α1M1 + α2M2 + α3M3 + α4M6 +
α5M7+β1N4+β2N5+β3N9, α1N1+α2N2+α3N3+α4N6+α5N7} or {α1M4+
α2M5+βN8, α1N4+α2N5} and the final 1-chain is one of µ1N2+µ2N3+µ3N6+
µ4N10, µ1N4 + µ2N5 + µ3N9, N8. To simplify the analysis, it is sometimes
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useful to find conditions under which the nontrivial 1-chains are compatible
(both correspond to the same admissible potential) before searching for FLD
systems. In the first subcase where the final 1-chain is order-0, we have the
conditions α2 = −2α3µ3/µ4 and µ2 = (µ33 − 2µ1µ24 + 2µ3µ24)/4µ3µ4 when
µ4 6= 0 (we must also assume α3µ3 6= 0 to avoid linear dependence), but this
does not lead to an FLD system with admissible potential. When µ4 = 0,
the 1-chains are incompatible. In the first subcase where the final 1-chain
is order-1, we have the compatibility conditions α3 = 0 or α2 = 2α3µ2/µ1
(µ1 6= 0); the first of these leads to an FLD system (α3 = α4 = α5 = µ1 =
µ3 = 0, β3 = 3α2/2) with admissible potential
V (ξ, z) =
b
ξ2
+ b2(qξ + z) (31)
and an FLD system (α3 = α4 = α5 = µ1 = µ3 = 0, β3 = −5α2/2) with
admissible potential
V (ξ, z) =
b1
ξ2/3
+
b2(qξ + z)
ξ1/3
(32)
In the first subcase where the final 1-chain is order-2, the symmetries are
FLD when α3 = α4 = α5 = 0 and β3 = α2/2, but this does not lead to
an admissible potential. In the second subcase where the final 1-chain is
order-0, the symmetries are FLD when α1 = µ2 = µ3 = µ4 = 0, but this does
not lead to an admissible potential. In the second subcase where the final
1-chain is order-1, imposing µ3 = 0 we find that the symmetries are not FLD
for any choice of parameters. In the second subcase where the final 1-chain
is order-2, the symmetries are not FLD for any choice of parameters.
In the second case, the 2-chain is {M1 + β1N4 + β2N5 + β3N9, N1} and
there are five subcases for the two remaining 1-chains: one order-2 and one
order-1 1-chain, one order-2 and one order-0 1-chain, two order-1 1-chains,
one order-1 and one order-0 1-chain, and two order-0 1-chains.
In the first subcase, the symmetries are FLD when β1 = −1/4 and β3 =
µ1 = µ3 = 0, but this does not lead to an admissible potential.
In the second subcase, the symmetries are FLD when either β1 = −1/2,
β2 = β3 = 0 or β3 = µ3 = µ4 = 0. From here we obtain three admissible
potentials. When β1 = −1/2, β2 = β3 = 0, µ3, µ4 6= 0 and µ2 = (µ33−2µ1µ24+
2µ3µ
2
4)/4µ3µ4, we have the potential
V (ξ, z) = b1ξ +
b2
(qξ + z)2
, (33)
when β2 = (µ1 + 2β1µ1)/4µ2, β3 = µ3 = µ4 = 0, we have the potential
V (ξ, z) =
b
(qξ + z)2
+ F (ξ), (34)
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and when β3 = µ2 = µ3 = µ4 = 0, we have the potential
V (ξ, z) =
bz
ξ3
+ F (ξ). (35)
In the third subcase, we recall that µ1N4 + µ2N5 + µ3N9 only leads to
an admissible potential when µ3 = 0. Then, by a canonical form-preserving
change of basis, we see that N4 and N5 must be independent symmetries.
The symmetries are FLD when β3 = 0 and lead to an admissible potential
V (ξ, z) =
bz
ξ3/2
+ F (ξ). (36)
In the fourth subcase, we write µ1N4 + µ2N5 + µ3N9 and ν1N2 + ν2N3 +
ν3N6 + ν4N10 for the order-1 and order-2 1-chains, respectively. The sym-
metries are FLD when β1 = −1/4, β3 = µ1 = µ3 = 0 or β3 = ν3 =
ν4 = 0. There are two resulting FLD systems with admissible potentials:
β2 = (µ2 + 2β1µ2)/2µ1, ν1 = 2µ2ν2/µ1, β3 = µ3 = ν3 = ν4 = 0, we obtain a
potential equivalent to (34) and β3 = µ1 = µ3 = ν3 = ν2 = ν4 = 0 with
V (ξ, z) = bzξa + F (ξ). (37)
In the fifth subcase, we µ1N2 + µ2N3 + µ3N6 + µ4N10 and ν1N2 + ν2N3 +
ν3N6 + ν4N10 for the two order-0 1-chains. Assume first that µ4 and ν4
are not both zero. Without loss of generality we assume µ4 6= 0, so we
can take ν4 = 0 by a canonical form-preserving change of basis. It is then
required that ν3 = 0 if we are to have an admissible potential. The 1-chains
are incompatible unless µ3 = −ν1µ4/2ν2. When additionally ν1 = 4β2ν2,
β1 = β3 = ν3 = ν4 = 0, we find an FLD system with admissible potential
V (ξ, z) = bξ + F (qξ + z). (38)
If µ4 = ν4 = 0, we must also have µ3 = ν3 = 0 and we can consider N2 and
N3 as independent symmetries. The symmetries are FLD when β3 = 0; when
additionally β1 = −1/10, we find the admissible potential
V (ξ, z) = bξz + F (ξ), (39)
and when additionally β1 = 0, we find the admissible potential
V (ξ, z) = bz + F (ξ). (40)
In the third case, the 2-chain is {M7 + β1N4 + β2N5 + β3N9, N1} and
there are five subcases for the two remaining 1-chains: one order-2 and one
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order-1 1-chain, one order-2 and one order-0 1-chain, two order-1 1-chains,
one order-1 and one order-0 1-chain, and two order-0 1-chains. The first
three subcases are not FLD for any choice of parameters. In the fourth
subcase, we write µ1N4 + µ2N5 + µ3N9 and ν1N2 + ν2N3 + ν3N6 + ν4N10
for the order-1 and order-2 1-chains, respectively. The symmetries are FLD
when µ1 = µ3 = ν2 = ν3 = ν4 = 0, but this does not lead to an admissible
potential. In the fifth subcase, we write µ1N2 + µ2N3 + µ3N6 + µ4N10 and
ν1N2 + ν2N3 + ν3N6 + ν4N10 for the two 1-chains. Compatibility of these
1-chains requires µ3 = µ4 = ν3 = ν4 = 0 and we may take N2 and N3 as
independent symmetries. However, the simultaneous admissible potential of
N2 and N3 is incompatible with the M7 +β1N4+β2N5+β3N9 for all choices
of parameters.
4.3.5 Form (15e)
Here we have five 1-chains, two of which must be H0 and J˜ 2. There are
seven cases for the three additional 1-chains:
1. one order-2 1-chain and two order-1 1-chains
2. one order-2, one order-1, and one order-0 1-chain
3. one order-2 1-chain and two order-0 1-chains
4. three order-1 1-chains
5. two order-1 1-chains and one order-0 1-chain
6. one order-1 and two order-0 1-chains
7. three order-0 1-chains.
In the first case, we write N8, µ1N4+µ2N5+µ3N9 and ν1N4+ν2N5+ν3N9
for the three 1-chains. The potential is admissible only if µ3 = ν3 = 0, so
we may take N4 and N5 as independent symmetries. The symmetries are
incompatible (do not have a simultaneous admissible potential).
In the second case, we write N8, µ1N4 +µ2N5 +µ3N9 and ν1N2 + ν2N3+
ν3N6 + ν4N10 for the three 1-chains. The symmetries are FLD when µ3 =
ν3 = ν4 = 0. When also µ2 = ν1 = 0, we find the potential
V (ξ, z) =
b
z2
+ F (ξ); (41)
when also ν2 = µ1ν1/2µ2, we find the admissible potential
V (ξ, z) =
b1ξ
2 + b2z(µ1z + µ2ξ)
ξ2(2µ1z + µ2ξ)2
+ F (ξ), (42)
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which contains (41) as a special case.
In the third case, we write N8, µ1N2 + µ2N3 + µ3N6 + µ4N10 and ν1N2 +
ν2N3 + ν3N6 + ν4N10 for the 1-chains. We first assume that one of µ4, ν4 is
nonzero. Without loss of generality we take µ4 6= 0 so that we may take
ν4 = 0 by a canonical form-preserving change of basis. We can only have
an admissible potential if also ν3 = 0. The symmetries are not FLD for
any choice of the remaining parameters. We then consider the case where
µ3 = µ4 = ν3 = ν4 = 0. We can then take N2 and N3 as independent
symmetries, but the symmetries are not FLD.
In the fourth case, we can make a canonical-form preserving change of
basis and consider N4, N5 and N9 as independent symmetries. These sym-
metries are incompatible (in particular, N9 does not produce an admissible
symmetry).
The fifth case is similar to the first case: we may take N4 and N5 as
independent symmetries. We write µ1N2 + µ2N3 + µ3N6 + µ4N10 for the
remaining nontrivial 1-chain. The symmetries are FLD when µ3 = µ4 = 0;
when also µ2 = 0, we find the admissible potential (36).
In the sixth case, we write µ1N4+µ2N5+µ3N9, ν1N2+ν2N3+ν3N6+ν4N10,
and σ1N2 + σ2N3 + σ3N6 + σ4N10 for the three 1-chains. This case is similar
to the third case: the two subcases reduce to ν4 6= 0, σ3 = σ4 = 0 and
ν2 = ν3 = ν4 = σ1 = σ3 = σ4 = 0. The first subcase is FLD when also
µ1 = σ2 = 0, but we do not get an admissible potential. The second subcase
is FLD and when also µ1 = 0, we find the admissible potential (41).
In the seventh case, we write µ1N2+µ2N3+µ3N6+µ4N10, ν1N2+ν2N3+
ν3N6 + ν4N10, and σ1N2 + σ2N3 + σ3N6 + σ4N10 for the three 1-chains. We
assume that at least one of µ4, ν4, σ4 is nonzero. Without loss of generality,
we take µ4 6= 0 so we can make a canonical form-preserving change of basis
and take ν4 = σ4 = 0. The second and third symmetries will only have an
admissible potential if also ν3 = σ3 = 0, so we may also take ν2 = σ1 = 0:
N2 and N3 are independent symmetries. The symmetries are incompatible
unless µ4 = 0, a contradiction. We next assume µ4 = ν4 = σ4 = 0. Then we
may consider N2, N3, and N6 as independent symmetries. These symmetries
are incompatible.
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4.3.6 Structure algebras
For the potential (28), we have the symmetries
J˜ = (p1 + ip2)/2, S(1) = H = p21 + p22 + p23 +
b
ξ2
+ F (qξ + z), S(2) = J˜ 2,
S(3) = L1 + qM5 + q
2
2
N8 +
b(2qz − η)
2ξ
, S(4) =M1 + qN5 + b
2ξ
,
S(5) = N3 + 4qN2 + F (qz + ξ).
They satisfy 4(2qz − η)J˜ 2 + ξS0(1) − 4S0(4) − ξS0(5) = 0 and their nonzero
commutators are
{J˜ ,S(3)} = S(4), {J˜ ,S(4)} = J˜ 2, {S(3),S(4)} = −2J˜ S(3) − q2bJ˜ ,
{S(3),S(5)} = 8q2J˜ S(4), {S(4),S(5)} = 8q2J˜ 3.
For the potential (29), the symmetries and their FLD relation and algebra
are obtained from that of (28) in the limit q → 0.
For the potential (30), we have the symmetries
J˜ = (p1 + ip2)/2, S(1) = H = p21 + p22 + p23 +
F (z/ξ)
ξ2
, S(2) = J˜ 2,
S(3) = L1 − 1
2
M4 − (ξη + z
2)F (z/ξ)
2ξ2
, S(4) = M1 − 1
2
N4 +
F (z/ξ)
2ξ
,
S(5) = N8 + F (z/ξ).
They satisfy 4(ξη + z2)J˜ 2 − ξ2S0(1) + 4ξS0(4) − S0(5) = 0, and their nonzero
commutators are
{J˜ ,S(3)} = S(4), {J˜ ,S(4)} = J˜ 2, {S(3),S(4)} = −2J˜ S(3).
For the potential (31), we have the symmetries
J˜ = (p1 + ip2)/2, S(1) = H = p21 + p22 + p23 +
b1
ξ2
+ b2(qξ + z) S(2) = J˜ 2,
S(3) = L1 + qM5 + q
2
2
N8 +
b1(2qz − η)
2ξ
, S(4) =M1 + b1
2ξ
+
qb2ξ
2
8
,
S(5) =M2 − qN4 + 3
2
N9 +
b1z
ξ2
+
b2(2qz − η)ξ
4
, S(6) = N2 + b2ξ
4
,
S(7) = N3 + b2z, S(8) = N5 − b2ξ
2
8
.
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They satisfy 4ηJ˜ 2 − ξS0(1) + 4S0(4) + ξS0(7) = 2zJ˜ 2 − ξS0(6) − S0(8) = 0. The
subset {J˜ ,S(1),S(2),S(4),S(6),S(7),S(8)} generates a closed quadratic algebra
with nonzero relations
{J˜ ,S(4)} = J˜ 2, {S(4),S(6)} = −J˜ S(6), {S(4),S(8)} = −2J˜ S(8),
{S(6),S(7)} = −b2J˜ , {S(6),S(8)} = −2J˜ 3, {S(7),S(8)} = −4J˜ S(6).
However, if any linear combination of S(3),S(5) is added to the generators, a
new 3rd order symmetry is produced that is not a polynomial in the gener-
ators, so the resulting algebra doesn’t close.
For the potential (32), we have the symmetries
J˜ = (p1 + ip2)/2, S(1) = H = p21 + p22 + p23 +
b1
ξ2/3
+
b2(qξ + z)
ξ4/3
S(2) = J˜ 2,
S(3) =M1 + 2N4 − b1ξ
1/3
2
− b2(qξ + 16z)
8ξ4/3
,
S(4) =M2 − qN4 − 5
2
N9 − b1z
ξ2/3
+
b2(2qξz + 3ξη − 4z2)
4ξ4/3
,
S(5) = N2 − 3b2
4ξ1/3
, S(6) = N5 − 3b2ξ
2/3
8
.
They satisfy 2zJ˜ 2−ξS0(5)−S0(6) = 0. The subset {J˜ ,S(1),S(2),S(3),S(5),S(6)}
generates a closed quadratic algebra with nonzero relations
{J˜ ,S(3)} = J˜ 2, {S(3),S(5)} = 3J˜ S(5)
{S(3),S(6)} = −6J˜ S(6), {S(5),S(6)} = −2J˜ 3.
However, if S(4) is added to the generators, a new 3rd order symmetry is
produced that is not a polynomial in the generators, so the resulting algebra
doesn’t close.
For the potential (33), we have the symmetries
J˜ = (p1 + ip2)/2, S(1) = H = p21 + p22 + p23 + b1ξ +
b2
(qξ + z)2
S(2) = J˜ 2, S(3) = M1 + qN5 + b1ξ
2
8
,
S(4) =M3 + 4qM2 + 2q(1− 2q2)N5 + b1z(z + 2qξ)
2
+
b2(2qz + 2q
2ξ − (ξ + η))
(qξ + z)2
,
S(5) = N3 + 4qN2 + b2
(qξ + z)2
, S(6) = N4 + 2qN5 − b2ξ
(qξ + z)2
, S(7) = N8 + b2ξ
2
(qξ + z)2
,
S(8) = N10 − 2qN6 − 2q(1 + 2q2)N2 − b1(2qz − η)
2
− b2q
2
(qξ + z)2
.
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They satisfy
4(2qz−η)J˜ 2+ξS0(1)−4S0(3)−ξS0(5) = 4(ξη+z2)J˜ 2−ξ2S0(1)+4ξS0(3)−2ξS0(6)−S0(7) = 0.
The subset {J˜ ,S(1),S(2),S(3),S(5),S(6),S(7)} generates a closed quadratic al-
gebra with nonzero relations
{J˜ ,S(3)} = J˜ 2, {S(3),S(5)} = 8q2J˜ 3, {S(3),S(6)} = −J˜ S(6),
{S(3),S(7)} = −2J˜ S(7), {S(5),S(6)} = −4J˜ S(5) − 16q2J˜ 3
{S(5),S(7)} = −8J˜ S(6), {S(6),S(7)} = −4J˜ S(7).
However, if any linear combination of S(4),S(8) is added to the generators, a
new 3rd order symmetry is produced that is not a polynomial in the gener-
ators, so the resulting algebra doesn’t close.
For the potential (34), we have the symmetries
J˜ = (p1 + ip2)/2, S(1) = H = p21 + p22 + p23 +
b
(qξ + z)2
+ F (ξ), S(2) = J˜ 2,
S(3) =M1 + qN5 + 1
4
∫
ξF ′(ξ) dξ, S(4) = N3 + 4qN2 + b
(qξ + z)2
,
S(5) = N4 + 2qN5 − bξ
(qξ + z)2
, S(6) = N8 + bξ
2
(qξ + z)2
.
They satisfy
4(2qz−η)J˜ 2+ξS0(1)−4S03−ξS0(4) = 4(z2+ξη)J˜ 2−ξ2S0(1)+4ξS0(3)−2ξS0(5)−S0(6) = 0
and their nonzero commutators are
{J˜ ,S(3)} = J˜ 2, {S(3),S(4)} = 8q2J˜ 3, {S(3),S(5)} = −J˜ S(5), {S(3),S(6)} = −2J˜ S(6),
{S(4),S(5)} = −4J˜ S(4) − 16q2J˜ 3, {S(4),S(6)} = −8J˜ S(5), {S(5),S(6)} = −4J˜ S(6).
For the potential (35), we have the symmetries
J˜ = (p1 + ip2)/2, S(1) = H = p21 + p22 + p23 +
bz
ξ3
+ F (ξ), S(2) = J˜ 2,
S(3) = M1 − 1
2
N4 +
bz
2ξ2
+
1
4
∫
ξF ′(ξ) dξ, S(4) = N2 − b
8ξ2
,
S(5) = N5 + b
4ξ
, S(6) = N8 + bz
ξ
.
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They satisfy 4(ξη + z2)J˜ 2 − ξ2S0(1) + 4ξS0(3) −S0(6) = 2zJ˜ 2 − ξS0(4) −S0(5) = 0
and their nonzero commutators are
{J˜ ,S(3)} = J˜ 2, {S(3),S(4)} = −2J˜ S(4), {S(3),S(5)} = −J˜ S(5)
{S(4),S(6)} = −4J˜ S(5), {S(5),S(6)} = bJ˜ .
The case of the potential (36) is treated as a special case of (37) (with
a = −3/2) below.
We consider the potential (37):
V (ξ, z) = bzξa + F (ξ), a 6= −2,−3/2,−1;
we cover these exclusions as special cases below. Under our assumptions we
have the symmetries
J˜ = (p1 + ip2)/2, S(1) = H = p21 + p22 + p23 + bzξa + F (ξ), S(2) = J˜ 2,
S(3) =M1 − a
2(2a+ 3)
N4 +
2abzξa+1
4(2a+ 3)
+
1
4
∫
ξF ′(ξ) dξ,
S(4) = N2 + bξ
a+1
4(1 + a)
, S(5) = N5 − bξ
a+2
4(a+ 2)
.
They satisfy
2zJ˜ 2 − ξS0(4) − S0(5) = 0 (43)
and their nonzero commutators are
{J˜ ,S(3)} = J˜ 2, {S(3),S(4)} = −3(a+ 1)
2a+ 3
J˜ S(4),
{S(3),S(5)} = −3(a+ 2)
2a+ 3
J˜ S(5), {S(4),S(5)} = −2J˜ 3.
In the case a = −2 we have the symmetries
J˜ = (p1 + ip2)/2, S(1) = H = p21 + p22 + p23 +
bz
ξ2
+ F (ξ), S(2) = J˜ 2,
S(3) =M1 −N4 + bz
ξ
+
1
4
∫
ξF ′(ξ) dξ, S(4) = N2 − b
4ξ
, S(5) = N5 − b log ξ
4
.
They satisfy (43) and their nonzero commutators are
{J˜ ,S(3)} = J˜ 2, {S(3),S(4)} = −3J˜ S(4), {S(3),S(5)} = −3b
4
J˜ , {S(4),S(5)} = −2J˜ 3.
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In the case a = −3/2 we have the symmetries
J˜ = (p1 + ip2)/2, S(1) = H = p21 + p22 + p23 +
bz
ξ3/2
+ F (ξ), S(2) = J˜ 2,
S(3) = N4 − bz
ξ1/2
, S(4) = N2 − b
2ξ1/2
, S(5) = N5 − bξ
1/2
2
.
They satisfy (43) and their nonzero commutators are
{S(3),S(4)} = 2J˜ S(4), {S(3),S(5)} = −2J˜ S(5), {S(4),S(5)} = −2J˜ 3.
In the case a = −1 we have the symmetries
J˜ = (p1 + ip2)/2, S(1) = H = p21 + p22 + p23 +
bz
ξ
+ F (ξ), S(2) = J˜ 2,
S(3) =M1 − 1
2
N4 − bz
2
+
∫
ξF ′(ξ) dξ, S(4) = N2 + b log ξ
4
, S(5) = N5 − bξ
4
.
They satisfy (43) and their nonzero commutators are
{J˜ ,S(3)} = J˜ 2, {S(3),S(4)} = −3b
4
J˜ , {S(3),S(5)} = −3J˜ S(5), {S(4),S(5)} = −2J˜ 3.
For the potential (38), we have the symmetries
J˜ = (p1 + ip2)/2, S(1) = H = p21 + p22 + p23 + bξ + F (qξ + z), S(2) = J˜ 2,
S(3) = M1 + qN5 + bξ
2
8
, S(4) = 4qN2 +N3 + F (qξ + z),
S(5) = 2q(1 + 2q2)N2 + 2qN6 −N10 − bη
2
− qbz + q2F (qξ + z).
They satisfy
4(2qz − η)J˜ 2 + ξS0(1) − 4S0(3) − ξS0(4) = 0 (44)
and their nonzero commutators are
{J˜ ,S(3)} = J˜ 2, {J˜ ,S(5)} = b
2
, {S(3),S(4)} = 8q2J˜ 3,
{S(3),S(5)} = 8q4J˜ 3 + q2J˜ S(2) − 3q2J˜ S(4) + 2J˜ S(5), {S(4),S(5)} = −4q2bJ˜ .
The case of the potential (39) is obtained exactly as a special case of (37)
(with a = 1) above.
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For the potential (40) (a special case of (37) with a = 0, but with an
additional symmetry), we have the symmetries
J˜ = (p1 + ip2)/2, S(1) = H = p21 + p22 + p23 + bz + F (ξ), S(2) = J˜ 2,
S(3) = M1 + 1
4
∫
ξF ′(ξ) dξ, S(4) = N2 + bξ
4
,
S(5) = N3 − bz, S(6) = N5 − bξ
2
8
.
They satisfy 4ηJ˜ 2− ξS0(1) +4S0(3)+ ξS0(5) = 2zJ˜ 2− ξS0(4)−S0(6) = 0 and their
nonzero commutators are
{J˜ ,S(3)} = J˜ 2, {S(3),S(4)} = −J˜ S(4), {S(3),S(6)} = −2J˜ S(6)
{S(4),S(5)} = −bJ˜ , {S(4),S(6)} = −4J˜ 2, {S(5),S(6)} = −4J˜ S(4).
For the potential (41), we have the symmetries
J˜ = (p1 + ip2)/2, S(1) = H = p21 + p22 + p23 +
b
z2
+ F (ξ), S(2) = J˜ 2,
S(3) = M1 + 1
4
∫
ξF ′(ξ) dξ, S(4) = N2 + b
z2
,
S(5) = N4 − bξ
z2
, S(6) = N8 + bξ
2
z2
.
They satisfy
4(ξη+z2)J˜ 2−ξ2S0(1)+4ξS0(3)−2ξS0(5)−S0(6) = 4J˜ 2−ξS0(1)+4S0(3)+ξS0(4) = 0
and their nonzero commutators are
{J˜ ,S(3)} = J˜ 2, {S(3),S(5)} = −J˜ S(5), {S(3),S(6)} = −2J˜ S(6)
{S(4),S(5)} = −4J˜ , {S(4),S(6)} = −8J˜ S(5), {S(5),S(6)} = −4J˜ S(6).
For the potential (42), we consider two cases. In the first case, µ2 = 0
and (42) reduces to (41) after a redefinition of F (ξ). In the second case, we
take µ2 6= 0, so we define q = µ1/µ2 so that (42) reduces to
V (ξ, z) =
bz(ξ + qz)
ξ2(ξ + 2qz)2
+ F (ξ) (45)
after a redefinition of F (ξ) and introduction of a new free parameter b. For
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this potential we have the symmetries
J˜ = (p1 + ip2)/2, S(1) = H = p21 + p22 + p23 +
bz(ξ + qz)
ξ2(ξ + 2qz)2
+ F (ξ), S(2) = J˜ 2,
S(3) =M1 − 1
2
N4 +
bz(ξ + qz)
2ξ(ξ + 2qz)2
+
1
4
∫
ξF (ξ) dξ, S(4) = N2 + q
2
N3 − b
8(ξ + 2qz)2
,
S(5) = N5 + qN4 + bξ
4(ξ + 2qz)2
, S(6) = N8 − bξ
2
4q(ξ + 2qz)2
.
They satisfy
4(qη−z)J˜ 2−qξS0(1)+4qS0(3)+2ξS0(4)+2S0(5) = 4(ξη+z2)J˜ 2−ξ2S0(1)+4ξS0(3)−S0(6) = 0
and their nonzero commutators are
{J˜ ,S(3)} = J˜ 2, {S(3),S(4)} = −2J˜ S(4), {S(3),S(5)} = −J˜ S(5)
{S(4),S(5)} = −4qJ˜ S(4) − 2J˜ 3, {S(4),S(6)} = −4J˜ S(5), {S(5),S(6)} = −4qJ˜ S(6).
4.4 Third case: J = xp2 − yp1
Here the centralizer of J is the group generated by translation in z and rota-
tions about the z-axis. We can use this freedom to simplify the computation.
Since J is a symmetry the potential must be of the form V (x2 + y2, z). A
basis for symmetries is again given by (13), but as in the previous section,
we will construct a more convenient basis by consider the action of AdJ12 .
In addition we obtain a series of equations for the first derivatives ∂xF0, ∂yF0, ∂zF0,
which lead to Bertrand-Darboux equations for V (x2 + y2, z). At the end we
have to find 5 linearly independent solutions for S and verify that they admit
one functionally linearly dependent solution.
The adjoint action S → {J12,S} ≡ AdJ12S will map the 5-dimensional
space of a solution set into itself. This action preserves the order of sym-
metry operators that are homogeneous in Cartesian coordinates. However,
it is also convenient to introduce cylindrical coordinates {r, θ, z} where x =
r cos(θ), y = r sin(θ), z = z, and
p1 = pr cos(θ)− pθ sin(θ)/r, p2 = pr sin(θ) + pθ cos(θ)/r, p3 = pz,
J12 = pθ, J13 = (rpz−zpr) cos θ+ z sin θ pθ
r
, J23 = (rpz−zpr) sin θ− z cos θ pθ
r
.
On the components of R in (14), J = J12 has the following nontrivial
actions:
AdJ12p1 = p2, AdJ12p2 = −p1, AdJ12J13 = J23, AdJ12J23 = −J13.
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We can use these to construct an basis consisting of eigenvectors of AdJ12 .
We label the eigenvectors to take advantage of their transformation under
rotation: eigenvectors with subscripts ±2,±1, and 0 indicate corresponding
eigenvalues of ±2i, ±i, and 0, respectively (the second subscript, when ap-
plicable, distinguishes between multiple eigenvectors of the same order with
the same eigenvalue). A complex eigenbasis for the 6-dimensional space of
symmetries of order 2 is:
L0,1 = J
2
12, L0,2 = J
2
13 + J
2
23, L+1 = −
1
2
J12(J13 − iJ23), (46)
L−1 =
1
2
J12(J13 + iJ23), L−2 = − i
8
(J13 + iJ23)
2, L+2 =
i
8
(J13 − iJ23)2.
A complex eigenbasis for the 8-dimensional space of symmetries of order 1
is:
M0,1 = −p3J12, M0,2 = −p1J13 − p2J23, M+1,2 = −1
2
p3(J13 + iJ23),
M+1,1 = (p1 + ip2)J12, M−1,2 =
1
2
p3(J13 − iJ23), M−1,1 = −1
2
J12(p1 − ip2),
M+2 = −1
4
(p1 − ip2)(J13 − iJ23), M−2 = 1
4
(p1 + ip2)(J13 + iJ23). (47)
A complex eigenbasis for the 6-dimensional space of symmetries of order 0
is:
N0,1 = p
2
3, N0,2 = p
2
1 + p
2
2 + p
2
3, N−2 = −
1
4
(p1 + ip2)
2, (48)
N+2 =
1
4
(p1 − ip2)2, N−1 = −1
2
(p1 + ip2)p3, N+1 =
1
2
(p1 − ip2)p3.
Because J and H must be basis vectors, it follows that the possible
actions of Adpθ on an eigenbasis are described by the canonical forms

λ1 0 0 0 0
0 λ2 0 0 0
0 0 λ3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0




λ1 0 0 0 0
0 λ2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 (49)


λ1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0




0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 ,
where λj = ±i, ±2i.
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4.4.1 Form (49a)
Since the eigenvalues for real Euclidean space must occur in complex-conjugate
pairs, a system of this form is only possible for Minkowski space. We exam-
ine all such cases and find numerous FLD systems, but none are 3-parameter
superintegrable.
4.4.2 Form (49b)
We find the following potentials (in each case F is an arbitrary function of
its argument and b is an arbitrary parameter)
V (r, z) = F (r2 + z2) +
bz
r(r2 + z2)
, (50)
V (r, z) = F (r2 + z2) +
b
z2
, (51)
V (r, x) = br2 + F (z), (52)
and
V (r, z) =
b
r
+ F (z), (53)
In addition, there is the potential
V (r, z) =
c1(4b5r
2 + b5z
2 + 2b3z)
4a1b5
− c2
(2b5(a1 + 2k1)(b5z + b3)2
, (54)
which is not strictly 3-parameter superintegrable, since it depends on only
2 arbitrary parameters c1 and c2, but also is a function of the parameters
b5, b3, a1, k1 which depend on the symmetry algebra.
Also worth mentioning is the very strange case
V (r, z) = − k1
2r2
+ k4 + k10 +
k19
(z + k7
k4
)2
, (55)
where there are no free parameters and the kj depend on the symmetry
algebra.
4.4.3 Form (49c)
Since the eigenvalues for real Euclidean space must occur in complex-conjugate
pairs, a system of this form is only possible for Minkowski space. We examine
all such systems and find that none are FLD.
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4.4.4 Form (49d)
Checking over all possibilities for systems with this eigenvalue form, we find
that none are FLD.
4.4.5 Symmetry algebras
For the potential (50), we have the symmetries
J = J12, S(2) = H = N0,2 + F (r2 + z2) + bz
r(r2 + z2)
, S(1) = J 2,
S(3) = L0,2 + bz
r
, S4 = L−1 − ibe
−iθ
4
, S(5) = L+1 − ibe
iθ
4
.
They satisfy izeiθJ 2 + re2iθS0(4) + rS0(5) = 0 and their nonzero commutators
are
{J ,S(4)} = iS(4), {J ,S(5)} = −iS(5), {S(3),S(4)} = −2iJS(4),
{S(3),S(5)} = 2iJS(5), {S(4),S(5)} = i
2
JS(3) − i
2
J 3.
For the potential (51), we have the symmetries
J = J12, S(1) = H = N0,2 + F (r2 + z2) + b
z2
, S(2) = J 2,
S(3) = L0,2 + br
2
z2
, S(4) = L+2 − ibr
2e2iθ
8z2
, S(5) = L−2 − ibr
2e−2iθ
8z2
.
They satisfy 2iz2e2iθJ 2 − ir2e2iθS0(3) − 4r2S0(4) − 4r2e4iθS0(5) = 0 and their
nonzero commutators are
{J ,S(4)} = −2iS(4), {J ,S(5)} = 2iS(5), {S(3),S(4)} = −4iJ S(4),
{S(3),S(5)} = −4iJS(5), {S(4),S(5)} = i
8
JS(3) + b
4
J 3.
For the potential (52), we have the symmetries
J = J12, S(1) = H = N0,2 + br2 +G(z), S(2) = J 2,
S(3) = N+2 − br
2e2iθ
4
, S(4) = N−2 + br
2e−2iθ
4
, S(5) = N0,1 +G(z).
They satisfy 2e2iθJ 2− r2e2iθS0(2)− 2r2S2(3)r2e4iθS0(4) + r2e2iθS0(5) = 0 and their
nonzero commutators are
{J ,S(3)} = −2iS(3), {J ,S(4)} = 2iS(4), {S(3),S(4)} = ibJ
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For the potential (53), we have the symmetries
J = J12, S(1) = J 2, S(2) = H = N0,2 + F (z) + b
r
,
S(3) = M+1,1 + ibe
iθ
4
, S(4) = M−1,1 + ibe
−iθ
4
, S(5) = N0,1 + F (z).
They satisfy ieiθJ 2 − rS0(3) − re2iθS0(4) = 0 and their nonzero commutators
are
{J ,S(3)} = −iS(3), {J ,S(4)} = iS(4), {S(3),S(4)} = i
2
J (S(5) − S(2)).
We write the potential (54) as
V (r, z) = b1(4r
2 + z2 + 2qz) +
b2
(z + q)2
,
where b1 and b2 are free parameters and q is related to the symmetry algebra.
We have the symmetries
J = J12, S(1) = H = N0,2 + b1(4r2 + z2 + 2qz) + b2
(z + q)2
, S(2) = J 2
S(3) = M+1,2 − qN+1 + re
iθ(b1(z + q)
4 − b2)
2(z + q)2
,
S(4) = M−1,2 − qN−1 − re
−iθ(b1(z + q)
4 − b2)
2(z + q)2
,
S(5) = N+2 − b1r2e2iθ, S(6) = N−2 + b1r2e−2iθ,
S(7) = N0,1 + b1z(z + 2q) + b2
(z + q)2
.
They satisfy J 2 − r2S0(1) − 2r2e−2iθS(5) + 2r2e2iθS(6) + r2S(7) = 0. The sub-
set {J ,S(1),S(2),S(5),S(6),S(7)} generates a closed quadratic algebra with
nonzero relations
{J ,S(5)} = −2iS(5), {J ,S(6)} = 2iS(6), {S(5),S(6)} = 4ib1J .
However, if any linear combination of S(3),S(4) is added to the generators, a
new 3rd order symmetry is produced that is not a polynomial in the gener-
ators, so the resulting algebra doesn’t close.
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4.5 Fourth case: J = J12 + iJ23
This case is similar to the second case, treated in Section 4.3. We make the
change of variables
x =− ρ [e−θ + eθ (1/4− r2)] , y = −ρr exp(θ), z = iρ [e−θ − eθ (1/4 + r2)]
so that pr = 2(J12 + iJ23) and
p1 =
e2θ(4r2 − 1)(pθ − ρpρ)− 4(pθ − 2rpr + ρpρ)
4ρeθ
, p2 =
re2θ(ρpρ − pθ − pr
ρeθ
,
p3 = i
e2θ(4r2 + 1)(pθ − ρpρ) + 4(pθ − 2rpr + ρpρ)
4ρeθ
,
J12 = −2rpθ +
(
1
4
+ r2 + e−2θ
)
, J13 = i(rpr − pθ),
J23 = i(r
2 + e−2θ)pr − 2irpθ − i
4
pr.
Similarly to Section 4.3, we prefer to work with J˜ = pr. The action of AdJ˜
on the elements of R in (14) is
AdJ˜p1 = 2p2, AdJ˜p2 = −2(p1 − ip3), AdJ˜p3 = −2ip2,
AdJ˜J12 = 2iJ13, AdJ˜J13 = −2i(J12 + iJ23), AdJ˜J23 = −2J13.
From here we can construct a convenient generalized eigenbasis of symme-
tries.
A basis for the six-dimensional space of order-two symmetries is
L1 =
1
24
J212, L2 =
i
6
J12J23, L3 =
1
3
(J212 − J213 + iJ12J23)
L4 = 2i(J12 + iJ23)J13, L5 = 4(J12 + iJ23)
2, L6 = J
2
12 + J
2
13 + J
2
23.
Here, {L1, L2, L3, L4, L5} form a chain and {L5, L6} ⊂ ker Adpr .
A basis for the eight-dimensional space of order-one symmetries is
M1 =
1
24
p1J12, M2 =
1
12
(p2J12 + ip1J13), M3 =
i
6
(p1J23 + 2p2J13 + p3J12),
M4 = −ip1J13 + p2(J12 + iJ23)− p3J13, M5 = −4(p1 − ip3)(J12 + iJ23),
M6 =
1
2
(p2J12 − ip1J13), M7 = −2p1J12 − ip1J23 + ip3J12,
M8 = −2(ip1 + p3)J13 − 2p2(J12 + iJ23).
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Here, we have two separate chains: {M1,M2,M3,M4,M5} and {M6,M7,M8}:
{M5,M8} ⊂ ker Adpr .
A basis for the six-dimensional space of order-zero symmetries is
N1 =
1
24
p21, N2 =
1
6
p1p2, N3 = −1
3
(p21 − p22 + ip1p3),
N4 = −2(p1 − ip3)p2, N5 = 4(p1 − ip3)2, N6 = H0 = p21 + p22 + p23.
Here, {N1, N2, N3, N4, N5} form a chain and {N5, N6} ⊂ ker AdJ˜ .
The possible canonical forms are

0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0




0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 (56)


0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0




0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0




0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0




0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0




0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 .
4.5.1 Form (56a)
Here we have a 5-chain. This form does not occur because it cannot not
contain H (moreover, H and p2r cannot be in the same chain).
4.5.2 Form (56b)
This form can (and must) contain both J˜ 2 and H0. Because H0 is not in a
nontrivial chain, the basis must be
{H0, L2 + βL3 + γL4 + δ1L5 + δ2L6, L3 + βL4 + γL5, L4 + βL5, L5 = p2r},
but we can take β = γ = δ1 = 0 by a canonical form-preserving change of
basis. The chain {L2 + δ2L6, L3, L4, L5} is FLD but does not correspond to
an admissible potential.
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4.5.3 Form (57c)
Here we have a 3-chain and a 2-chain. This form does not occur because it
cannot not contain H.
4.5.4 Form (57d)
Here we have a 3-chain and two 1-chains. One of the 1-chains isH0. First sup-
pose the second one-chain is p2r. Using canonical form-preserving changes of
basis when necessary, the possible 3-chains are equivalent to one of {N3, N4, N5},
{α1M3 +M6 + β1M4 + γ1M5, α1M4 +M7 + β1M5, α1M5 +M8},
{M3 + α2M6 + β2M7 + γ2M8,M4 + α2M7 + β2M8,M5 + α2M8}.
The first case is FLD and provides the admissible potential
V (ρ, θ) = bρ2 + F (ρeθ). (57)
The second case is not FLD. The third case is FLD when α2 = 0 and β2 =
±1/2 but these cases do not provide three-parameter potentials.
If J˜ 2 is not one of the 1-chains, our basis must contain (after a canonical
form-preserving change of basis) {L3 + γ2L6, L4, L5}. It is left to chose a
second 1-chain, for which there are three possibilities: L6 (in which case we
can take γ = 0 by a canonical form-preserving change of basis), µM5 + νM8,
and N5. The first possibility gives an FLD basis and has the admissible
potential
V (ρ, θ) =
be−2θ
ρ2
+ F (ρ). (58)
The second and third possibilities are FLD when γ = 1/3, but neither leads
to a three-parameter potential.
4.5.5 Form (57e)
Here we have two 2-chains and a 1-chain, which must be H0. One of the
2-chains must be {L4 + µL6, L5}. The possibilities for the other 2-chain are
(after canonical form-preserving changes of basis) {αM4+M7+ γM5, αM5+
M8} or {M4+βM7+ δM8,M5+βM8}. Only the latter (together with L5) is
FLD when α = 1, β = γ = 0, and δ = −1/2 but does not yield an admissible
potential.
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4.5.6 Form (57f)
Here we have a 2-chain and three 1-chains, one of which must be H0. We
first assume that the 2-chain is {L4 + µL6, L5}. There are then four ways to
choose the remaining two one chains: {N5, αM5 + βM8}, {αM5 + βM8, L6}
(in which case we take µ = 0), {N5, L6} (again, µ = 0), or {M5,M8}. The
first case is FLD when α = 0 but does yield an admissible potential. The
second, third, and fourth cases are not FLD.
If the 2-chain is not {L4+µL6, L5}, one of the 1-chains must be L5 = J˜ 2.
Then we have one 1-chain (N5, L6, or µM5+νM8) and one 2-chain ({N4, N5},
{αM4+M7+γM5, αM5+M8}, or {M4+βM7+ δM8,M5+βM8}) to choose.
There are several FLD bases but only one leads to an admissible potential:
V (ρ, θ) =
be−3θ
ρ
+ F (ρeθ). (59)
4.5.7 Form (57g)
This case consists of five 1-chains, two of which must be H0 and J˜ 2. There
are therefore three subcases to consider: the remaining symmetries are either
{L6, αM5 + βM8, N5}, {L6,M5,M8}, or {M5,M8, N5}. The first and third
cases are FLD in certain cases but the corresponding potentials do not have
3 parameters.
4.5.8 Structure algebras
For the potential (57), we have the symmetries
J˜ = 2(J12 + iJ23), S(1) = H = N6 + bρ2 + F (ρeθ), S(2) = J˜ 2
S(3) = L5 + −[4 + e
2θ(1− 12r2)]bρ2 − 4F (ρeθ)
24
, S(4) = N4 − bρ2re2θ, S(5) = N5 + bρ2e2θ.
They satisfy ρ2e2θ
(
4S0(1) + 24S0(3) + 24S0(4) + (1 + 12r2)S0(5)
)
− 12J˜ 2 = 0 and
their nonzero commutators are
{J˜ ,S(3)} = S(4), {J˜ ,S(4)} = S(5), {S(3),S(4)} = bJ˜ .
For the potential (58), we have the symmetries
J˜ = 2(J12 + iJ23), S(1) = H = N6 + be
−2θ
ρ2
+ F (ρ), S(2) = J˜ 2 + v0,
S(3) = L3 + br
2
2
− be
−2θ
3
, S(4) = L4 − br, S(5) = L6 + be−2θ.
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They satisfy (1 + 12e−2θ − 12r2)J˜ 2 − 12S0(3) − 12rS0(4) − 4S0(5) = 0 and their
nonzero commutators are
{J˜ ,S(3)} = S(4), {J˜ ,S(4)} = S(2),
{S(3),S(4)} = −2J˜ S(3) + 1
3
J˜ S(5) + 1
6
J˜ 3 + bJ˜
12
.
For the potential (59), we have the symmetries
J˜ = 2(J12 + iJ23), S(1) = H = N6 + be
−3θ
ρ
+ F (eθρ), S(2) = J˜ 2,
S(3) = M4 − 1
2
M8 − bρr
2
2ρ
, S(4) = M5 + br, S(5) = N5 − 2be
−θ
ρ
.
They satisfy J˜ 2+ ρeθSˆ0(3)+ ρreθSˆ0(4) = 0, and their nonzero commutators are
{J˜ ,S(3)} = S(4), {J˜ ,S(4)} = −b, {S(3),S(4)} = −1
2
J˜ S(4).
4.6 Fifth case: J = −iJ12 + J23 − ip1 + p3
This case does not occur for complex Euclidean systems since the symmetry
J is not homogeneous.
4.7 Additional comments
We note that for all of the systems classified we can find a complete integral
for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. For example, the system (37) with a = −3,
has the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
H = 4
∂S
∂ξ
∂S
∂η
+
(
∂S
∂z
)2
+
bz
ξ3
+ F (ξ) = E.
For this equation, we find the complete integral
S(ξ, η, z) =
b2
768c31ξ
3
+
b(2c21z + c2ξ)
16c31ξ
2
+c1η+
c21(4c2z + Ez)− c22ξ
4c31
− 1
4c1
∫
F (ξ) dξ
where c1, c2 are arbitrary constants and another constant appears in the
integral of F .
The symmetry algebras for these FLD superintegrable systems don’t al-
ways close. However the symmetries always provide some information about
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the classical trajectories of solutions of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. If a su-
perintegrable system is functionally independent the trajectories are uniquely
determined, However, if the system is FLD then we can solve for one of the
constants of the motion in terms of the others. Thus a 2-parameter manifold
can be computed from the symmetries such that the trajectories of solutions
of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation must lie on this manifold.
5 The complex 3-sphere
We choose a standardized Cartesian-like coordinate system {x, y, z} on the
3-sphere such that the Hamiltonian is
H = (1 + r
2
4
)2(p2x + p
2
y + p
2
z) + V, (60)
where r2 = x2 + y2 + z2. These coordinates can be related to the standard
realization of the sphere via complex coordinates s = (s1, s2, s3, s4) such that∑4
j=1 s
2
j = 1 and ds
2 =
∑
j ds
2
j via
s1 =
4x
4 + r2
, s2 =
4y
4 + r2
, s3 =
4z
4 + r2
, s4 =
4− r2
4 + r2
(61)
with inverse x = 2s1/(1 + s4),y = 2s2/(1 + s4), z = 2s3/(1 + s4). A basis of
Killing vectors for the zero potential system is Jh, Kh, h = 1, 2, 3 where
J23 = ypz − zpy, J31 = zpx − xpz, J12 = xpy − ypx, (62)
K1 = (1+
x2 − y2 − z2
4
)px+
xy
2
py+
xz
2
pz, K2 = (1+
y2 − x2 − z2
4
)py+
xy
2
px+
yz
2
pz,
K3 = (1 +
z2 − x2 − y2
4
)pz +
xz
2
px +
yz
2
py.
The relation between this basis and the standard basis of rotation generators
on the sphere Iℓm = sℓpm − smpℓ = −Imℓ is
J23 = I23, J31 = I31, J12 = I12, K1 = I41, K2 = I42, K3 = I43. (63)
To solve the classification problem on the complex 3-sphere we can use
methods analogous to those for Euclidean space. From Corollary ?? applied
to the 3-sphere we see that, up to conjugacy, there are just 2 cases to consider:
J = J12 and J = J12 + iJ23. The details are complicated but we find that
there are no Calogero-like superintegrable systems on the complex 3-sphere.
To save space we do not provide the details here. They can be found in the
online paper [20].
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6 Conclusions
This paper is part of a program to classify all 2nd order superintegrable clas-
sical and quantum systems on 3-dimensional conformally flat complex man-
ifolds. We have worked out the basic structure theory for rational Calogero-
Moser-like second-order superintegrable systems on these manifolds and clas-
sified all such systems on constant curvature spaces. There turn out to be
no such systems on the complex 3-sphere. For complex Euclidean space we
list systems in the Appendix. In most of the cases the potential depends on
at least one arbitrary function. The key to the classification is a proof that
all such systems admit a 1st order symmetry.
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7 Appendix: Summary of the FLD systems
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Table 1: Summary of the FLD systems
(21) V (y, z) = F (z/y)
y2
(23) V (y, z) = β1
y2
+ 1
(b11y+b15z)2
(
β3 +
(−b11z+b15y)β2√
y2+z2
+
(2y2−z2)β1b215−2β1b11b15yz
y2
)
(25) V (y, z) = b(z − iy) + F (z + iy)
(26) V (y, z) = F (z) + b
(y+q)2
(28) V (ξ, z) = b
ξ2
+ F (qξ + z)
(29) V (ξ, z) = b
ξ2
+ F (z)
(30) V (ξ, z) = F (z/ξ)
ξ2
(31) V (ξ, z) = b
ξ2
+ b2(qξ + z)
(32) V (ξ, z) = b1
ξ2/3
+ b2(qξ+z)
ξ4/3
(33) V (ξ, z) = b1ξ +
b2
(qξ+z)2
(34) V (ξ, z) = b
(qξ+z)2
+ F (ξ)
(35) V (ξ, z) = bz
ξ3
+ F (ξ)
(36) V (ξ, z) = bz
ξ3/2
+ F (ξ)
(37) V (ξ, z) = bzξa + F (ξ)
(38) V (ξ, z) = bξ + F (qξ + z)
(39) V (ξ, z) = bξz + F (ξ)
(40) V (ξ, z) = bz + F (ξ)
(41) V (ξ, z) = b
z2
+ F (ξ)
(42) V (ξ, z) = b1ξ
2+b2z(µ1z+µ2ξ)
ξ2(2µ1z+µ2ξ)2
+ F (ξ)
(50) V (r, z) = F (r2 + z2) + bz
r(r2+z2)
(51) V (r, z) = F (r2 + z2) + b
z2
(52) V (r, x) = br2 + F (z)
(53) V (r, z) = b
r
+ F (z)
(54) V (r, z) = c1(4b5r
2+b5z2+2b3z)
4a1b5
− c2
(2b5(a1+2k1)(b5z+b3)2
(57) V (ρ, θ) = bρ2 + F (ρeθ)
(58) V (ρ, θ) = be
−2θ
ρ2
+ F (ρ)
(59) V (ρ, θ) = be
−3θ
ρ
+ F (ρeθ)
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